Memorials

December 2018

Rick Wickstrom In Memory of "April"
Scott Fuller In Memory of "Auzzi" Fuller
Karen Thomas In Memory of "Bailey"
Robert Kirchner In Memory of "Bam", "Buff", "Paddle", and "Lil"
Steve Sims In Memory of "Baxter" Sims
Steven Burrus In Memory of "Bear" and "Coleman"
Verna Brainard In Memory of "Bella"
Karen Thomas In Memory of "Bailey"
Catherine Dodge In Memory of "Bella" Burniske
Joseph Arnold In Memory of "Benji"
Kathy McKenna In Memory of "Bo"
Cindy Letourneau In Memory of "Bob Dole Kitty"
Diane Roche In Memory of "Bogey"
Eileen Scotti In Memory of "BooBoo Kitty"
Betsy DiPilato In Memory of "Buddy"
Ann Lester In Memory of "Buddy"
Japanese Auto Masters, Inc. In Memory of "Callie" and "Kona" Potter
Ann Marie Clark In Memory of "Carly"
Dawn McLaughlin In Memory of "Casey"
Kathy Kalt In Memory of "Champ" and "Roxy"
Imelda Ferrante In Memory of "Chino"
Sandra Smith In Memory of "Chloe"
David Blanchard In Memory of "Coco"
James Whaley In Memory of "Cookie"
Stephanie Foell In Memory of "Daisy"
Lynn Hadley In Memory of "Daisy"
Georgia Christie In Memory of "Dollie"
Kimberly Young In Memory of "Dorey"
Susan Evans In Memory of "Dutchess"
Najwa Ghazale In Memory of "Emilia"
Leopold Imperial In Memory of "Fletcher"
Kathy Lowe In Memory of "Flink"
Nicole Iutzi Kubista In Memory of "General"
Eugene Soltner In Memory of "Hadley" McKee
Judith Luci In Memory of "Han" Dellaria
Linda Hardesty In Memory of "Hannah Banana"
Heather Wren In Memory of "Henry"
Kathy Toll In Memory of "Honey" and "Perry"
Jane Smith Wolcott In Memory of "Jessie" and "Bailey"
Kathy Duda In Memory of "Kassie" and "Creda"
Gary Pratt In Memory of "Kodie"
Brooks Hall In Memory of "Laila"
Rob Parker In Memory of "Libby" and "Lucy"
Jackie Harkness In Memory of "Lola"
Jacquie Jordan In Memory of "Lonnie"
Rocky LLC In Memory of "Marcus"
Douglas Russell In Memory of "Max"
Woody Woodhouse In Memory of "Missy"
Dorothy Alexander In Memory of "Misty"
Andrew Fritz In Memory of "Misty"
Elliott Whitfield In Memory of "Molly"
Maria Shaughnessy In Memory of "Mugsy" and "Simba"
Maria De Los A. Olavarria In Memory of "Negrita"
Daniel Proulx In Memory of "Nimmo", "Tawny", and "Woozle"
Rebecca Proaps In Memory of "Ophelia" and "Sophie"
Carl Murray In Memory of "Opus"
Betsy DiPilato In Memory of "Ozzy-Cat"
Sara Rabiner In Memory of "Penny" The sweetest cat ever
Charles Vaughan In Memory of "Poppet"
Louise Morgenson In Memory of "Prinzi"
Eric Morgenson In Memory of "Prinzi"
Jacquie Jordan In Memory of "Reuben"
Tammy Cobb In Memory of "Ripley" and "Roddenberry"
Jennie Lou Pangle In Memory of "Robin"
Peter Kilgore In Memory of "Roxy" and "Shelby"
Jeff Jones In Memory of "Rugby"
Norman Crews In Memory of "Rusty"
Meredith Wicks In Memory of "Sam", "Peanut", "Inky", "Harvey"
Linda Sleighter In Memory of "Sammy"
Laurie Jackson In Memory of "Sandy"
Mary Sykes In Memory of "Saylor"
William Dillon In Memory of "Slamp"
John Wolfe In Memory of "Smudge"
Claude Gregory In Memory of "Sommer" aka "Little Kitty" and "Shady" aka "Big Boy"
Pat Jones In Memory of "Stella", "Shadow", and "Juba"
Julie Greenfield In Memory of "Toasty" Guttermen Lemer
Jerry Proffer In Memory of "Topaz"
Tyler Watts In Memory of "Vincent"
Michael Holohan In Memory of "Wilson" and "Cooper"
Vernon O'Berry In Memory of "Yogi"
Janet Cooke In Memory of Alicia Cooke
Teber Amos In Memory of Margaret Amos
Joey Merindo In Memory of Benny Bareng
William Meredith In Memory of Bill Beale Jr.
City of Virginia Beach Parks & Rec School Program In Memory of Anne Beisgen
Hall Automotive In Memory of Anne Beisgen
L Faye Briggs In Memory of Robbie Briggs
Lillian Butts In Memory of Cheyenne Butts
Carol Wickham In Memory of Donald H. Carrow
Faye Lynn Clayton  In Memory of  Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Clayton
Betsy DiJulio  In Memory of  Joe DiJulio
Stephen Dubanevich  In Memory of  Helen Dubanevich
William Brown  In Memory of  Sibyl Dunleavvy
George Dom  In Memory of  Sibyl Dunleavvy
Helen Neal  In Memory of  Sibyl Dunleavvy
Margaret Gahagan  In Memory of  Jean B. Ford
James Hall  In Memory of  Jean B. Ford
Eileen Buys  In Memory of  Suzan Fore Sadler Bonta
Jolinda Grace  In Memory of  Suzan Fore Sadler Bonta
Danielle Dayton  In Memory of  Harry Gaber
Jayne Goliff  In Memory of  Rhett Goliff
Cheryl Kraemer  In Memory of  Richard L. Hicks
Donald Wade  In Memory of  Susan Mary Indilla
Anne Lanning  In Memory of  Micky Jester
James Parker  In Memory of  Micky Jester
Josh Johnson  In Memory of  Quincy Johnson
Daryl Williams  In Memory of  Maureen Kennon
Daryl Williams  In Memory of  Tom Kennon
JoAnn Davis  In Memory of  M. Neil Lessard
Jay Lovejoy  In Memory of  Wanda B. Lovejoy
Rubie Wright  In Memory of  Roger Mandigo
Nancy Hicks  In Memory of  Jewel H. Nolte
Nancy Hicks  In Memory of  Michael Nolte
Linda Clarke  In Memory of  Jerry Oliver
Mark Olmstead  In Memory of  Diana Olmstead
Shirley Moody  In Memory of  Jane G. Pace
Nicolas Sage  In Memory of  Jack Phelps
William Zach  In Memory of  Pam Reaves
John Ellis  In Memory of  Virginia B. Sadler
Heidi Yeager  In Memory of  Josephine Samuels
Patricia Johnson  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Phillip Jones  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Joyce Lovas  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Bob and Denise Souders  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Robert Souders  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Robert Souders  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Bill & Dee Werner  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Compo Construction Company  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Signet Jewelers Real Estate Department  In Memory of  Rebecca Souders
Linda Perrien  In Memory of  Charus Stalnaker
Donna White  In Memory of  Arlene Stamper
Barbara Hancock  In Memory of  Lisa Sterling
Barbara Stokey  In Memory of  Frederick James Stokey
Sarah Templeton  In Memory of  Sadie Templeton
Scott Funk  In Memory of  Joe Walker
Peter Weed  In Memory of  Katherine A. Weed
Joan Welker  In Memory of  Carney B. Welker
Crystal Burdick  In Memory of  Beverly Williams